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Venus 2020 Workbook
Venus is the planet of love and relationships, and in transit, can show
where we’re all focused when it comes to love and relationships. This
can be shown via the sign Venus is touring at the moment, if retrograde,
and aspects Venus is making to the other transit planets.
This workbook will outline what transit Venus is doing for the rest of
2020 so you can follow the planet of love and work with its energy!
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Transit Venus 2020 At-a-Glance
Ingresses:
Date

Time (ET/PT)

Sign

January 13th
February 7th
March 4th
April 3rd
August 7th
September 6th
October 2nd
October 27th
November 21st
December 15th

1:38PM/10:38AM
3:02PM/1:02PM
11:07PM/8:07PM
1:10PM/10:10AM
11:21AM/8:21AM
3:21AM/12:21AM
4:47PM/1:47PM
9:41PM/6:41PM
8:21AM/5:21AM
11:21AM/8:21AM

Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius

Venus Retrograde Period:
Starts May 13th @ 2:45AM ET/May 12th @ 11:45PM PT
21 degrees 50 minutes Gemini
Ends June 25th @ 2:48AM ET/June 24th @ 11:48PM PT
5 degrees 20 minutes Gemini
Venus began 2020 at 14 degrees Aquarius
Venus ends 2020 at 19 degrees Sagittarius
(thanks to Venus retrograde slowing Venus down, Venus won’t be in
Capricorn at any point in 2020)
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Transit Venus Ingresses
Venus in Aries (started February 7th)
Venus in Aries makes us more take charge in love, and we can take
initiative, feel more assertive with others, and can make romantic
overtures. We can be more assertive in general in our dealings with
others, and have a more positive, energetic approach to dealing with
relationships. We have to watch for being more naive, impatient, and
selfish.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Aries?
Where can you take initiative and be assertive?
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Venus in Taurus
Venus in Taurus puts Venus in one of the signs it naturally rules, and we
can be more sensual, indulgent, and slow things down. It’s a good time
to get in the moment, especially in your relationships, and savor all of
the good things in your relationships and with your loved ones. Just
watch for stubborness and feeling stuck in your relationships (with
Uranus also in Taurus, that can result in some reckless decisions that
leave relationships in bad positions!).
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Taurus?
How can you be more in the moment with others?
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Venus in Gemini
Venus in Gemini lasts for a while in 2020 because Venus will retrograde
in this sign (more on that in the retrograde section!). Venus in Gemini
brings focus on our mental connections with others and how we
communicate with one another. It’s important to have open, honest
dialogue with the people you care about, otherwise this can create
major problems (which is more likely with Venus retrograde in this sign).
Tackle communication and expression issues in your relationships, and
work to open your mind with others.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Gemini?
How can you improve communication with others?
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Venus in Cancer
Venus in Cancer gives us a break from the mind after the long period of
Venus in Gemini, and we turn toward emotions with Cancer. This is likely
sorely needed by this time, and we have to work on being more
emotionally understanding, supportive, and nurturing with others and
with ourselves. Take care of the foundation of your relationships and
make sure they’re solid and secure. This can help you come out of the
Gemini period in better shape.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Cancer?
How can you improve the foundation of relationships and be more
emotionally connected?
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Venus in Leo
Venus in Leo brings some needed light energy to love and relationships,
and we can get out of our heads and not get so mired in serious
emotions while Venus is in Leo. The focus is on the heart, what makes
us feel good, and we can be more affectionate, friendly, and want to
have a good time with loved ones. It’s a good time for dating and the fun
side to love. We can also connect with our inner child, and the children
in your life can get more of your affection.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Leo? How
can you make things lighter in love and enjoy yourself with others?
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Venus in Virgo
Venus in Virgo gets us back to business, and we can focus on the
details in love and relationships. We can pay closer attention to the little
things, and this can help us figure out what needs to be worked on. It
can also make us a little nitpicky and want perfectionism, so this has to
be managed. We can be more practical in relationships, and make more
practical choices or decisions. We may be less romantic in the usual
sense, but more dedicated.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Virgo? What
details can you tend to in relationships, and how can you be more
practical with others?
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Venus in Libra
Venus in Libra brings Venus home to one of the signs it naturally rules
(along with Taurus), and Libra is the sign of relationships, ruling the
people in our lives. We can focus more on others, wanting to improve all
of our connections and be better partners and supporters of those we
care about. We may want more commitment from those we’re invested
in, and can work to keep the peace, get everyone on the same page,
and create a harmonious environment for all.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Libra? How
can you be a better partner and create more harmonious
environments?
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Venus in Scorpio
Venus in Scorpio makes us more serious about love and relationships.
Scorpio doesn’t want fluff or anything superficial, so this is a time to dig
deeper into your relationships, to understand the people in your life
better, and to make transformations of your relationships to improve
them. We can be more intense and passionate, which can be helpful in
healthy relationships, but may result in some obsession or anger in
unhealthy ones.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Scorpio?
How can you transform, dig deeper, and use passion with others?
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Venus in Sagittarius
2020 ends with Venus in Sagittarius, and this puts Venus in the sign that
loves space. That can make us crave more freedom in our relationships,
more space to do our own thing without having anyone to weigh us
down. This can result in pushing some people away, which isn’t so good;
but it can be a good period for having adventures with your loved ones
and doing new and exciting things together that create new
experiences for you to recall forever.
What natal house(s) will be impacted for you with Venus in Sagittarius?
What adventures can you go on or new experiences can you have with
loved ones?
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Venus Retrograde 2020
Venus didn’t retrograde in 2019, so 2020 comes with it! A planet is
retrograde when it appears to be moving backward through the Zodiac
from our view here on Earth (it isn’t actually and only appears that way).
Retrogrades aren’t the normal energy for the planets, forward motion is,
so their energy can operate a little differently while retrograde. This
tends to be most obvious with the retrogrades of the personal planets:
Mercury, Mars, and of course, Venus!
Venus is the planet of love and relationships, as well as money, so
Venus retrograde can create (or bring out) all sorts of issues with the
people in your life, and cause some financial challenges. Double
whammy!
The 2020 Venus retrograde occurs entirely in air sign Gemini. Gemini is
the sign of the mind, governing communication and your immediate
environment. Venus retrograde in Gemini likely targets communication
for all of us, and there’s sure to be way more misunderstandings than
usual. With Venus naturally ruling Libra, this planet likes to keep the
peace and express itself diplomatically, but with the retrograde in
Gemini, there is likely to be a lot of harsh words flying around. Watch
what you say and how you say it! We’ll definitely need to be more
mindful.
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Existing communication issues in relationships are likely to be exposed,
and you have to deal with it or more issues may arise. If there’s
something you’ve been holding back on saying, it may explode out at
some point during the retrograde. Try to plan to say it so you can say it
right, and don’t let it blow (it might blow everything away!).
There can be challenges with those in our communities as well, and the
people we come into contact with regularly. Be mindful of your
communications with them, and try to work on seeing their side to
things. This may be an issue in general with this retrograde, and we have
to keep open minds as much as possible.
Gemini is a very busy sign; since it rules the mind, it likes to be kept
busy. Meanwhile Venus likes to take things slow (links to Taurus), and is
even lazier while retrograde. So try to find some balance between the
two, and don’t take on too much (you just end up running yourself
ragged and causing unnecessary stress and anxiety), but also don’t let
laziness take over (do take action and make things happen; once you
succumb to laziness, it may be difficult to get moving!).
Venus retrograde begins square (hard aspect, 3 signs away) transit
Neptune (which goes exact May 20th and is the only major aspect that
goes exact before and after the retrograde, so it’s in effect early May
through late July). So add in the Neptunian fog, and oh yeah,
miscommunications galore! We may have great difficulty understanding
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what people mean, or being clear ourselves. We have to work to be
more compassionate while being walked all over, and healthy
boundaries without lacking empathy may be a delicate balance. And
watch for secrets to be exposed!
In an interesting bit, Venus retrograde does conjunct (align with) Vesta
on May 15th. Vesta corresponds to the home and family, as well as the
“sacred fire”, that which lights us up within, and a purity of focus. Vesta is
very female-focused (those Vestal Virgins, the keepers of the flame),
while Venus is the feminine, so there’s likely to be some super
female-focused energy around this time. Perhaps tend to the
relationships with the women in your life! Could also be a good time to
work on communication and expression within the family.
The retrograde starts May 13th @ 2:45AM ET/May 12th @ 11:45PM PT at
21 degrees 50 minutes Gemini and ends June 25th @ 2:48AM ET/June
24th @ 11:48PM PT at 5 degrees 20 minutes Gemini. If you have any
planets between 5 and 21 degrees, they’re being aspected at some
point during the retrograde; and if you have anything between 5 and 21
degrees of Gemini, oh boy that planet is getting a direct hit! Watch for
super stubbornness, laziness, challenges with others, major
communication problems, and feeling a little stuck. Try to take some
control and push yourself to move forward.
Aspects Venus makes while retrograde (4):
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May 20th | 7:03PM ET/4:03PM PT
Square Neptune: 20 degrees 39 minutes Gemini Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Continuing with the lack of focus, need for boundaries, and
balanced empathy
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

May 22nd | 4:41AM ET/1:41AM PT
Conjunct Mercury: 20 degrees 11 minutes Gemini
- Super extra focus on communication and expression, be clear,
focused, and listen
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

June 2nd | 8:41PM ET/5:41PM PT
Square Mars: 14 degrees 2 minutes Gemini Venus, Pisces Mars
- Passionate energy that can create frustration and aggravation
without an outlet
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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June 3rd | 1:44PM ET/10:44AM PT
Conjunct Sun: 13 degrees 35 minutes Gemini
- Focused on the people in your lives and venus energy, get moving
and be open
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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Venus Aspects for 2020
January 15th | 6:18PM ET/3:18PM PT
Sextile Uranus: 2 degrees 39 minutes Pisces Venus, Taurus Uranus
- Making positive changes in relationships, meeting new people,
unconventional partnerships and connections
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

January 23rd | 8:07AM ET/5:07AM PT
Sextile Jupiter: 11 degrees 48 minutes Pisces Venus, Capricorn Jupiter
- Super positive with others and in relationships, open to expansion
with others and pursuing opportunities with others, adventures in
relationships
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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January 26th | 8:37PM ET/5:37PM PT
Square Mars: 16 degrees 1 minute Pisces Venus, Sagittarius Mars
- Extra passionate energy needing a creative outlet, otherwise
frustration and annoyances and fights occur
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

January 27th | 3PM ET/12PM PT
Conjunct Neptune: 16 degrees 56 minutes Pisces
- Super imaginative, compassionate, empathic, and giving with
others, but needing boundaries
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

February 2nd | 2:07AM ET/February 1st | 11:07PM PT
Sextile Pluto: 23 degrees 27 minutes Pisces Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Improving intimacy, strengthening emotional connections, solving
issues with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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February 3rd | 5:01PM ET/2:01PM PT
Sextile Saturn: 25 degrees 22 minutes Pisces Venus, Capricorn Saturn
- Responsible in love and relationships, setting relationship goals,
working toward something with a partner
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

February 23rd | 11:59AM ET/8:59AM PT
Square Jupiter: 18 degrees 21 minutes Aries Venus, Capricorn Jupiter
- Super lazy and indulgent, dealing with stubborn/selfish people or
acting that way yourself, needing some space
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

February 28th | 5:08PM ET/2:08PM PT
Square Pluto: 24 degrees 13 minutes Aries Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Dealing with challenging people, wanting to dominate and control
but needing to be more respectful and considerate
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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March 3rd | 11:44AM ET/8:44AM PT
Square Saturn: 28 degrees 25 minutes Aries Venus, Capricorn Saturn
- Feeling restricted and limited with others, needing a break and to
not take everything in yourself
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

March 4th | 4:24PM ET/1:24PM PT
Sextile Mercury: 29 degrees 44 minutes Aries Venus, Aquarius Mercury
- Improving communication with others, feeling understood and
heard, mentally connecting with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

March 8th | 3:38PM ET/12:38PM PT
Conjunct Uranus: 4 degrees 1 minute Taurus
- Making changes in relationships, meeting lots of new people,
unexpected events with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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March 22nd | 11:08PM ET/8:08PM PT
Sextile Neptune: 18 degrees 56 minutes Taurus Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Active imagination, being supportive and empathic, helping those
in your life
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

March 28th | 12:02AM ET/March 27th | 9:02PM PT
Trine Jupiter: 23 degrees 53 minutes Taurus Venus, Capricorn Jupiter
- Positive energy for relationships and love, open to new people and
improving existing relationships through positive experiences
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

March 28th | 10:57PM ET/7:57PM PT
Trine Pluto: 24 degrees 48 minutes Taurus Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Helpful for intimacy, making positive transformations in
relationships, growing closer
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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April 4th | 1:09PM ET/10:09AM PT
Trine Saturn: 0 degrees 53 minutes Gemini Venus, Aquarius Saturn
- Responsible with others, focusing on goals with a partner, practical
and traditional
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

April 18th | 1:36AM ET/April 17th 10:36PM PT
Sextile Mercury: 11 degrees 47 minutes Gemini Venus, Aries Mercury
- Positive communications with others, expressing yourself openly,
connecting mentally
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

May 3rd | 11:52PM ET/8:52PM PT
Square Neptune: 20 degrees 18 minutes Gemini Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Lacking focus with others, needing boundaries or are taken
advantage of, be compassionate not a doormat
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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The following 4 aspects occur while Venus is retrograde:
May 20th | 7:03PM ET/4:03PM PT
Square Neptune: 20 degrees 39 minutes Gemini Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Continuing with the lack of focus, need for boundaries, and
balanced empathy
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

May 22nd | 4:41AM ET/1:41AM PT
Conjunct Mercury: 20 degrees 11 minutes Gemini
- Super extra focus on communication and expression, be clear,
focused, and listen
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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June 2nd | 8:41PM ET/5:41PM PT
Square Mars: 14 degrees 2 minutes Gemini Venus, Pisces Mars
- Passionate energy that can create frustration and aggravation
without an outlet
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

June 3rd | 1:44PM ET/10:44AM PT
Conjunct Sun: 13 degrees 35 minutes Gemini
- Focused on the people in your lives and venus energy, get moving
and be open
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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Venus is no longer retrograde for the remaining aspects:
July 27th | 1:48PM ET/10:48AM PT
Square Neptune: 20 degrees 38 minutes Gemini Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Challenges with focus and boundaries, working to resolve what’s
plagued for 3 months
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

August 18th | 3:28PM ET/12:28PM PT
Sextile Uranus: 10 degrees 41 minutes Cancer Venus, Taurus Uranus
- Open to changes with others, meeting new people, joining new
groups
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

August 25th | 6:26PM ET/3:26PM PT
Opposite Jupiter: 17 degrees 55 minutes Cancer Venus, Capricorn
Jupiter
- Super lazy and indulgent, wanting space but need to be careful of
pushing people away
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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August 27th | 5:13PM ET/2:13PM PT
Trine Neptune: 19 degrees 57 minutes Cancer Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Compassionate and empathic, romantic and dreamy, gentle and
sweet
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

August 30th | 9:31AM ET/6:31AM PT
Opposite Pluto: 22 degrees 46 minutes Cancer Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Struggles over power and control with others, needing to give
some space
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

September 2nd | 8:18AM ET/5:18AM PT
Opposite Saturn: 25 degrees 54 minutes Cancer Venus, Capricorn Saturn
- Struggles with restriction, limitation, or responsibility with others,
needing a break
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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September 4th | 5:12AM ET/2:12AM PT
Square Mars: 27 degrees 55 minutes Cancer Venus, Aries Mars
- Passionate and energetic, needing to keep busy and have an
outlet for energy
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

September 15th | 11:29AM ET/8:29AM PT
Square Uranus: 10 degrees 18 minutes Leo Venus, Taurus Uranus
- Feeling restless with others and wanting change in relationships,
impulsive and rebellious behavior can create issues
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

September 28th | 9:01PM ET/6:01PM PT
Trine Mars: 25 degrees 33 minutes Leo Venus, Aries Mars (retrograde)
- Energetic in relationships, passionate but focused energy,
enjoying time with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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October 10th | 7:08PM ET/4:08PM PT
Trine Uranus: 9 degrees 30 minutes Virgo Venus, Taurus Uranus
- Open to new people, making changes in relationships and finding
new ways of connecting with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

October 12th | 12:39PM ET/9:39AM PT
Sextile Mercury: 11 degrees 33 minutes Virgo Venus, Scorpio Mercury
- Open communication, sharing with others, improving expression
and listening
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

October 18th | 10:49AM ET/7:49AM PT
Opposite Neptune: 18 degrees 37 minutes Virgo Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Super empathic and compassionate but more easily used and
vulnerable
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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October 19th | 3:35AM ET/12:35AM PT
Trine Jupiter: 19 degrees 27 minutes Virgo Venus, Capricorn Jupiter
- Positive in relationships and with others, new experiences with
others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

October 21st | 5:42PM ET/2:42PM PT
Trine Pluto: 22 degrees 33 minutes Virgo Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Improving intimacy, connecting with others deeply, sharing with
others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

October 24th | 11:41AM ET/8:41AM PT
Trine Saturn: 25 degrees 52 minutes Virgo Venus, Capricorn Saturn
- Being responsible with others, being traditional and practical,
reaching relationship heights
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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November 9th | 11:08AM ET/8:08AM PT
Opposite Mars: 15 degrees 21 minutes Libra Venus, Aries Mars
(retrograde)
- High energy in relationships and for dealing with others but easily
creating problems without a positive outlet
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

November 15th | 2:43PM ET/11:43AM PT
Square Pluto: 22 degrees 55 minutes Libra Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Struggling over power and control, dealing with dominating
people, needing space
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

November 16th | 12:33AM ET/November 15th | 9:33PM PT
Square Jupiter: 23 degrees 25 minutes Libra Venus, Capricorn Jupiter
- Struggling with laziness and wanting extra space from others,
needing a break
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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November 19th | 6:29AM ET/3:39AM PT
Square Saturn: 27 degrees 25 minutes Libra Venus, Capricorn Saturn
- Struggling with responsibility and duty, wanting to get away but
needing to be careful of breaking anything apart
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

November 27th | 12:11PM ET/9:11AM PT
Opposite Uranus: 7 degrees 37 minutes Scorpio Venus, Taurus Uranus
- Struggling with rebellion, restlessness, or impulsiveness when
dealing with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

December 5th | 11:53PM ET/8:53PM PT
Trine Neptune: 18 degrees 10 minutes Scorpio Venus, Pisces Neptune
- Compassionate and understanding with others, being sweet and
affectionate
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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December 10th | 6:52AM ET/3:52AM PT
Sextile Pluto: 23 degrees 31 minutes Scorpio Venus, Capricorn Pluto
- Transforming relationships for the better, strengthening emotional
bonds with others

December 14th | 3:58PM ET/12:58PM PT
Sextile Jupiter: 28 degrees 59 minutes Scorpio Venus, Capricorn Jupiter
- Having fun with others, going on adventures or expanding your life
with others
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?

December 15th | 8AM ET/5AM PT
Sextile Saturn: 29 degrees 49 minutes Scorpio Venus, Capricorn Saturn
- Managing responsibilities in relationships well, setting goals with
partners
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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December 30th | 5:19AM ET/2:19AM PT
Square Neptune: 18 degrees 26 minutes Sagittarius Venus, Pisces
Neptune
- Lack of focus with others, needing boundaries in relationships,
overly empathic
What does this aspect do to your natal chart?
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The Moon and Venus in 2020
When the Moon is conjunct (aligned with) Venus, this brings extra
attention to Venus energy, and we can focus more on love,
relationships, balance, sensuality, and being in tune with the moment.
This may be focused on the house location in your natal chart the
conjunction occurs in, so track the house locations for you and any
major aspects it makes to your chart. The following are the Moon-Venus
conjunctions for all of 2020:
January 28th | 6:02AM ET/3:02AM PT
14 degrees 41 minutes Pisces
February 27th | 12:05PM ET/9:05AM PT
22 degrees 52 minutes Aries
March 28th | 10:20AM ET/7:20AM PT
24 degrees 18 minutes Taurus
April 26th | 12:39PM ET/9:39AM PT
17 degrees 3 minutes Gemini
May 23rd | 11:15PM ET/8:15PM PT (while retrograde)
19 degrees 30 minutes Gemini
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June 19th | 4:40AM ET/1:40AM PT (while retrograde)
6 degrees 1 minute Gemini
July 17th | 2:40AM ET/July 16th | 11:40PM PT
13 degrees 6 minutes Gemini
August 15th | 9:26AM ET/6:26AM PT
7 degrees 29 minutes Cancer
September 14th | 2:53AM ET/September 13th | 11:53PM PT
8 degrees 47 minutes Leo
October 13th | 10:55PM ET/7:55PM PT
13 degrees 15 minutes Virgo
November 12th | 6:31PM ET/3:31PM PT
19 degrees 25 minutes Libra
December 12th | 3:59PM ET/12:59PM PT
26 degrees 29 minutes Scorpio
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Extra: Interpretations
The following are the interpretations taken from the site for transit
aspects to natal Venus, and transit Venus in the houses and aspects, for
reference:

Transit Planets to Natal Venus
Transit Sun to Natal Venus
With transit Sun conjunct natal Venus, you can be creative and desire
attention and affection. You try to be graceful and charming, and need
to be around people. It’s a good time to improve your physical
appearance, go to a social function, have a date, and be romantic. With
transit Sun sextile or trine natal Venus, you enjoy being around people,
and come across as more charming and attractive. You can be a good
mediator, and have an easier time dealing with your finances. With
transit Sun square or opposite natal Venus, you may want something
that you don’t or can’t have, and you could spend on something you
don’t need and regret it later. You can feel as if people are taking you for
granted or that you’re lonely. You’re lazier than usual and can
overindulge.
Transit Moon to Natal Venus
With transit Moon conjunct natal Venus, you can feel quite pleasant,
with an overall lovely shade coloring your attitude about life. It’s a good
time to spend with friends, at a party, or doing something to make you
feel good. You could be overindulgent, so watch for that. You’re more
drawn to beauty and art. With transit Moon sextile or trine natal Venus,
you have a pleasing way with people that attract them to you. You may
be in the mood for love, and this is a good time for a romantic dinner or
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date. You can make improvements to your home or to yourself, getting
a manicure, pedicure, haircut, new outfit, new makeup, etc. Spending
money can also come now, but watch for spending unwisely. Having
fun at a party or event is favorable, and you let everybody know how
good you feel. With transit Moon square or opposite natal Venus, you’re
more vulnerable and easily upset, especially in social situations. You can
have a lovers spat and problems at home. Doing something just for fun
might not be in the cards right now, for one reason or another, and that
may make you cranky. You can be overly sensitive and not want to
collaborate with others.
Transit Mercury to Natal Venus
When transit Mercury is conjunct your natal Venus, you’re good in social
situations. You can have good communications with others, though you
can lack intellectual discipline. You could get new information that’s
favorable. Someone could compliment you or tell you they love you, or
vice versa. When transit Mercury is sextile or trine your natal Venus,
you’re charming, social, and compromising. It’s a good period for
business dealings, or romance. When transit Mercury is square or
opposite your natal Venus, you’re mentally lazy and indulgent. You may
not agree with someone about something, or think they’re behaving
inappropriately. Something could throw you off balance. You could hear
something that you wish you hadn’t, or have a hard time with business
or in love.
Transit Venus to Natal Venus
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Venus, Venus returns to the
position it was at when you were born, and this period can show a great
deal about how the next year of your life will be relationship-wise. You
can renew your relationships, make changes, and realize what’s been
impacting you in your relationships. Your attitude towards love may
change. With transit Venus sextile or trine your natal Venus, you enjoy
being around people and in social situations. You’re charming, easy to
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get along with, and can get what you want. With transit Venus square or
opposite your natal Venus, you may feel like things are off in your
relationships, and have a hard time relating to others. You can have a
hard time in love, feel lazy and indulgent, and not know how to express
yourself.
Transit Mars to Natal Venus
With transit Mars conjunct your natal Venus, your energy is higher, and
you need some action, physically and sexually. You can channel the
energy creatively, if you don’t have any other way to express it. You may
spend money on something you shouldn’t, not thinking purchases
through. With transit Mars sextile or trine your natal Venus, you can get
what you want with little resistance. You’re charming, you’re in the right
place at the right time, you’re sensual, and you’re creative. With transit
Mars square or opposite your natal Venus, you may have a lot of energy
to burn through, but not have the chance to do so. You can feel
frustrated, emotionally and sexually. You may want to indulge in your
senses but not be able to. You can be overly aggressive or
inconsiderate of others.
Transit Jupiter to Natal Venus
With transit Jupiter conjunct your natal Venus, your creativity is
heightened, and this is a good time to pursue creative ventures. If you’re
happy at work, you’ll be even happier and do more work. If not, you can
take some time off and enjoy yourself away from it all. Watch your
spending habits. You want to indulge in your senses, feeling more
sensual, and you feel good, really good. This can be a time where you
start a new love relationship.
With transit Jupiter sextile or trine your natal Venus, you can feel good,
sociable, and generous, but you may not feel the impact of this transit
too much if you don’t see it coming. It just ends up being a time where
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you feel a little better than usual. This is a good time to begin something
new, meet new people, and pursue a money-making venture.
With transit Jupiter square or opposite natal Venus, you’re indulgent, too
indulgent. This can be a time of an expanding waistline. You feel lazy
and have a hard time getting real work done. You could have a problem
arise that prevents you from being able to work, have a financial loss, or
see someone leave your life, even if only temporarily.
Transit Saturn to Natal Venus
With transit Saturn conjunct your natal Venus, all of the issues that you
have in relationships become quite obvious to you now. You may
distance yourself from people so you can clear your head and try to
deal with these issues. You can be more afraid of rejection and less
willing to take risks in love. You’re more realistic about relationships and
what it takes to make things work. If you’ve been in denial about a
partner or loved one, you won’t be anymore. You can become more
committed. You can also deal with your finances.
With transit Saturn sextile or trine your natal Venus, you can be more
responsible financially and in your relationships. You take these matters
more seriously, and can commit yourself to someone romantically, or to
a new financial plan. You see these matters more realistically as well.
You have an easier time dealing with people older than yourself,
parents, bosses, and mentors. You can take the things you enjoy and
make them into something profitable.
With transit Saturn square or opposite your natal Venus, you may feel
more isolated. If that happens, you need to assess how you’re treating
other people in relationships, and whether or not you’re pushing people
away. You’re much more realistic, but you can also be pessimistic
regarding love. This is a time for you to forge stronger ties with your
loved ones, and release those that don’t really matter.
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Transit Uranus to Natal Venus
With transit Uranus conjunct your natal Venus, you need change, and
you need it now. Without some variety and excitement, you’ll get bored
and things start to unravel. Your relationships have to become more
interesting, along with your partners. If single, you could meet someone
suddenly and unexpectedly, experience love at first sight, or be
attracted to someone unusual or have an unusual relationship. You can
also experience unexpected developments with your finances, and you
need to go with the change.
With transit Uranus sextile or trine your natal Venus, you’re more
sociable and feel pretty good about life as you experience life in new
ways. You’re more interested in unusual subjects, and are more
generous, wanting to help others as much as you can.
With transit Uranus square or opposite your natal Venus, you
experience change in your relationships that you have a hard time
dealing with. However things are in your relationships at the start won’t
be the way they are when it’s over. Try to go with the changes instead of
fighting them, because that’ll only make it worse. You may want more
independence in your relationships, and this is part of what leads to
trouble because you resist it and get frustrated or go too far.
Transit Neptune to Natal Venus
With transit Neptune conjunct your natal Venus, you’re sensitive,
compassionate, and intuitive, especially with those you love, but you’re
also more vulnerable and easily deceived. You may not see people,
especially those that you love, for who they really are. You may have a
hard time managing your finances well, unable to understand where it’s
all going. This is a great time for creativity, imagination, and inspiration.
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With transit Neptune sextile or trine your natal Venus, you care a great
deal about others, and you can do more to help. You have an easier
time with people, and feel romantic and kind. You’re artistic and
imaginative, and your relationships go well.
With transit Neptune square or opposite your natal Venus, you’re more
open emotionally, which makes you more vulnerable to being taken
advantage of or getting hurt. You can become lazy and indulgent, not
wanting to deal with the practical matters of life. You want your life to
be more than what it is, something magical almost. You crave more love
in your life, especially if you’ve avoided it for a long time. Make sure you
keep your eyes open at all times.
Transit Pluto to Natal Venus
With transit Pluto conjunct your natal Venus, you transform your
relationships and values. You want more from them, no longer feeling
satisfied with things that are just on the surface, and can dig deep.
You’re more passionate and intense, and need to watch for becoming
obsessed. Many people may leave your life if you don’t feel a strong
connection with them. You can meet someone new who helps you
grow and evolve.
With transit Pluto sextile or trine your natal Venus, you figure out who
and what matters most to you in life. You can grow closer to loved ones,
make realizations about your relationships, and experience profound
love for someone. This can be a good time for your finances, especially
if you’ve been working hard at something for some time.
With transit Pluto square or opposite your natal Venus, you have to get
below the surface of your relationships, or they’re all doomed. You can
change the way you view a relationship, or the way you approach your
relationships. All of the relationships that you have that haven’t been
healthy for you, you can now get rid of. It may seem tumultuous at first,
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but it ends up being for the better in the long run. You can also
experience problems with your finances, and need to watch for poor
investments.

Transit Venus in the Houses
Transit Venus in the 1st House
When transit Venus is in your 1st house, you feel more social and
outgoing and want to reach out to people. This is a great time for
searching out new love relationships or strengthening existing ones. You
want to feel more pleasure in your life, and can find that with others or
by indulging in your senses. If you want to improve your appearance,
doing it under this transit is excellent, and even if you don’t do anything
to your physical self, there’ll be something about you that attracts
people to you more than usual. You can be more charming and friendly,
making you more attractive. You can be more compromising, vacillating,
and have good manners, but be a little distant emotionally.
Transit Venus in the 2nd House
When transit Venus is in your 2nd house, you want to feel more secure
in your life with Venus here, and usually it’s through spending money
and having physical objects around you that make you feel good. The
people you’re most attracted to during this time are ones who make you
feel more secure with your life, increase your self-esteem, and share
your values. You also prefer stable people over those who are more
erratic since you desire more comfort in your life. You could meet
someone through dealing with money (like at a store or bank) or who
works with money (like an accountant or banker). You can be good with
money during this transit, or you can spend money easily, especially on
something beautiful. You may have an easier time getting your hands on
the money that you need when you need it.
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Transit Venus in the 3rd House
When transit Venus is in your 3rd house, people who can stimulate your
mind and connect with you on an intellectual level are who you’re
attracted to most. You want someone who you can carry a conversation
with about whatever interests you, and you may be attracted to more
than one person. The third house is naturally ruled by Gemini, a sign of
duality, so there could be two people that pique your interest. You
could meet someone on a short trip or through a sibling, neighbor, or
online, and the person could be a writer, work with young people, a
community organizer, or work in communications. You find more
pleasure in communicating and engaging with other people, and you
can find the right words to say when you need to.
Transit Venus in the 4th House
When transit Venus is in your 4th house, romance is what you’re after,
not some fling. You’re more prone to watch an old romantic movie and
weep. You want to feel safe because you feel more sensitive, so
someone who comes across as protective and loyal may be what you’d
like. A family member could introduce you to someone, and you could
meet someone who works with homes in some way (like an interior
designer, carpenter, or architect), is a caregiver, family counselor, or
nurse. While Venus is in the 4th house, if it makes an easy aspect to the
Sun (if you’re looking for a male) or Moon (if you’re looking for a female),
that can be a trigger for meeting someone. You may try to improve the
appearance of your home, wanting to live in a nice place, and can buy
new items for your home. You can also have an easier time dealing with
your relatives.
Transit Venus in the 5th House
When transit Venus is in your 5th house, the 5th house is the house of
love, so this is a great time to begin dating a new special someone, and
you won’t want it to be boring and blah. You feel more romantic, but in a
playful way, and want some more drama in your love life (drama like
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you see on television and in movies; you want to recreate those
incredibly romantic scenes). Attracting new loves is easier during this
transit, and you’ll be the one getting chased rather than doing the
chasing. You could meet someone through a hobby or who works in a
creative field. You feel more creative and artistic, and can find inspiration
more easily. Dealing with your children may be easier, as well as getting
in touch with your inner child.
Transit Venus in the 6th House
When transit Venus is in your 6th house, you won’t easily fall for
someone. The person and relationship will need to make sense in a
logical way, and you’ll likely assess the person you want to be with
almost like you’re interviewing someone for a job, making sure they
meet all of your criteria. If they do, then you’ll proceed, but if they don’t,
you move on with less emotion about it. The sixth house rules your work
environment, so you could meet someone at your job or their job.
Maybe a coworker? Just make sure it doesn’t get messy! You find more
pleasure in structure and order, wanting things to be just so, and are
more of a perfectionist. You can also find more enjoyment in your work,
and take a more creative approach or work on a creative project.
Transit Venus in the 7th House
When transit Venus is in your 7th house, you desire being committed to
someone, and can make a commitment with someone more easily than
usual. You want someone who isn’t afraid of commitment, and may stay
away from those eternal bachelors and the wild child. Someone who is
willing to compromise with you will really get your attention, and who is
charming and pleasant in social situations, with an air of dignity and
grace. Looks may be more important than usual too. You may be
introduced to a potential mate through someone you’re close to, or
meet someone who works in law or the arts. This can be a good time to
forge a new partnership, personal or business, and work out
negotiations and compromises.
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Transit Venus in the 8th House
When transit Venus is in your 8th house, you’re more attracted to
people who are intense and provoking, and who seem like a mystery to
you. You won’t mind digging deep into a person you’re interested in.
Anyone who comes across as superficial is immediately dismissed.
Someone may demand to be closer to you. The one with a penetrating
gaze gets your attention. Someone who can touch you deeply and help
you to heal or transform yourself for the better may be best for you. You
can be more intimate now, and your sexual desire is heightened. You
could meet someone who works in forensics, psychology, criminology,
or research. You get more satisfaction from digging underneath the
surface, investigating subjects, and having greater intimacy.
Transit Venus in the 9th House
When transit Venus is in your 9th house, you want someone who is free
as a bird and can take you along on their fun adventures. If they can
expand your mind, make you see things differently from the way you
have before, and open you up to new ways of thinking and living, you’ll
follow them anywhere. You could take a long trip and meet someone
on your travels, or become interested in someone from a foreign
country or who lives an entirely different lifestyle than you do. You
could take a class in something new and meet someone there, or
become interested in a teacher, philosopher, pilot, linguist, writer, or
overall thrill-seeker. You find greatest pleasure in expanding your mind
and having new experiences that allow you to learn and teach others
what you’ve learned. This can be a good time for writing and speaking.
Transit Venus in the 10th House
When transit Venus is in your 10th house, you’re attracted to those older
than you, and if you normally like older then you might like someone
even older than usual. Someone who is stable, successful in their
career, and has a good standing in society is attractive to you. You come
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across as more charming in public, and that can attract more people to
you. The one that has the best chance is the one you respect the most.
You could meet someone through your career or through a mentor, or
who is a business person, entrepreneur, CEO, or who works in politics or
public relations. You can be more creative with your work, and this is a
good period for those in the arts or beauty industry, or for making a
positive impact on someone important.
Transit Venus in the 11th House
When transit Venus is in your 11th house, you can have a friend set you
up. You have a good chance of meeting someone through a mutual
friend. You want to be with someone who shares the same interests you
do, belongs to the same groups, and fights for the same causes. You
may not be very passionate during this period though, so it could be
that if you begin seeing someone new, you’re starting slow and building
a mental rapport first. You could also begin dating someone that you’ve
been friends with for a long time; maybe you’ve liked them or they’ve
liked you and it comes out, or maybe you just start seeing each other
differently. You feel good about your future, and find pleasure in things
that are unusual or unconventional. You embrace individuality more.
Transit Venus in the 12th House
When transit Venus is in the 12th house, you don’t feel like being
affectionate in public, and you may not come across as being all that
interested in anyone. If you meet someone now, you’re more likely to
keep your interest in them to yourself, feeling more shy than usual in
love matters. A relationship begun in secret is more likely to happen
under this influence. You could feel a karmic attraction to someone, or
be attracted to someone who you feel needs your help in some way.
You may meet someone at a hospital, or who is a doctor, prison guard,
warden, or drug counselor. You find more pleasure in dealing with
spiritual matters or the metaphysical, and you can have an easier time
letting things go.
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Transit Venus Aspects
Transit Venus to Natal Sun
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Sun, you feel soft and sweet. You
want to indulge, are charming, seem more graceful, and would be
better served spending the day with other people. You want more
balance and harmony in your life. It can be a beauty day where you
improve your physical appearance somehow. With transit Venus sextile
or trine your natal Sun, you’re compromising, caring, and seek harmony
in all of your relationships. You just want to get along with people. You
feel good, and other people want to be around you. You may feel a little
lazy, not wanting to deal with work. With transit Venus square and
opposite your natal Sun, you have a hard time doing any of the work
that you should. You feel too good, too lazy, and too indulgent. You
could eat too much, spend too much, and be overly confident.
Transit Venus to Natal Moon
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Moon, you’re likely to be in a very
pleasant, amorous mood. You can handle everything in stride, not taking
life too seriously. Your emotions are soft and this is excellent for
romance. It’s also a good time to buy something for the home, a family
member, or something that makes you feel good. You feel better, look
better, and treat people better. With transit Venus sextile or trine your
natal Moon, you can enjoy life and all the loveliness within it. You’re
warm and affectionate, especially with loved ones. You want everyone
to get along and have the ability to make that happen. You can be there
for someone if they need you. This isn’t really a time to get work done,
because you just want to take pleasure in things. With transit Venus
square or opposite your natal Moon, you can still feel good if you don’t
let yourself become overly emotional. You can hurt easier in
relationships, and get into fights at home. Overindulgence is likely now,
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but it’s usually not enough to do any damage since this aspect is short.
Try to pamper yourself and don’t take anything too much to heart.
Transit Venus to Natal Mercury
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Mercury, you want to be around
people, are more sociable, and appear charming and flirtatious. You
have a hard time with work or duty, and just want to indulge and be
playful. You could tell someone you love them or vice versa. With transit
Venus sextile or trine your natal Mercury, you feel creative, and you
seem more attractive to others. You can win people over with your
charm, but aren’t very disciplined. With transit Venus square or opposite
your natal Mercury, you may have a hard time being around other
people, saying the wrong words and sticking your foot in your mouth, or
the other way around. You generally still feel pretty good, but you have
a hard time using it for anything serious, and you usually don’t get much
done during this period.
Transit Venus to Natal Venus
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Venus, Venus returns to the
position it was at when you were born, and this period can show a great
deal about how the next year of your life will be relationship-wise. You
can renew your relationships, make changes, and realize what’s been
impacting you in your relationships. Your attitude towards love may
change. With transit Venus sextile or trine your natal Venus, you enjoy
being around people and in social situations. You’re charming, easy to
get along with, and can get what you want. With transit Venus square or
opposite your natal Venus, you may feel like things are off in your
relationships, and have a hard time relating to others. You can have a
hard time in love, feel lazy and indulgent, and not know how to express
yourself.
Transit Venus to Natal Mars
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With transit Venus conjunct your natal Mars, you’re passionate in love,
attractive, and want to have some physical affection. Without it, you
may get grumpy, so have some sort of physical outlet. Your creativity is
heightened, and you have an easy time with people. With transit Venus
sextile or trine your natal Mars, it’s a good day for romance. You may
feel creative and want to express yourself. You can be more social,
positively deal with your finances, and feel good about life. With transit
Venus square or opposite your natal Mars, you have a lot of energy that
needs to get spent. In a romantic relationship, this can come out
sexually. If you don’t have that outlet, you’ll need to stay physically
active and exhaust yourself. You may have a hard time with people,
experience tensions, or have a financial issue to deal with.
Transit Venus to Natal Jupiter
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Jupiter, you feel fantastic. You’re
generous, warm, light-hearted, positive, and feel almost lucky. You can
meet someone new or go to a social function. You can also overindulge,
so watch yourself if you’re on a diet. With transit Venus sextile or trine
your natal Jupiter, you have an easy time dealing with other people and
are optimistic about life. If you have to deal with your finances, that can
go well. You’re friendly and charming. With transit Venus square or
opposite your natal Jupiter, you could purchase something that you
wish you hadn’t later or spend too much money on. You might jump into
things without thinking. You’re overindulgent in every way. You have a
hard time striking a balance and are extreme. You can be lazy and put
things off.
Transit Venus to Natal Saturn
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Saturn, you seem more practical
and mature in your relationships, and you want the people around you
to be the same way. You have an easier time dealing with parents,
bosses, mentors, and those older than you. You might prefer to be alone
today and not socialize. You can commit to something now. With transit
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Venus sextile or trine your natal Saturn, you’re stable and realistic about
your relationships. You can commit more easily. You don’t want to take
risks, preferring to go slow and steady. This can be a good day for
business. With transit Venus square or opposite your natal Saturn, you
have a hard time dealing with other people, and either you stay away or
they feel distant. You worry about your relationships, or some
relationship issue could be of great concern. You may not want to
socialize, feeling anxiety about it, and stress about feeling unloved.
Transit Venus to Natal Uranus
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Uranus, you find pleasure in
things that are quite different from what you usually go for. You may be
attracted to someone or something unusual, or try something different
in a relationship. You need excitement, change, and variety. You can
have an unexpected financial dealing. With transit Venus sextile or trine
your natal Venus, you’re good in social situations where you have to do
things differently. You’re open to people of all walks of life, love things
that seem extraordinary, and want to try something new. You feel
creative. With transit Venus square or opposite your natal Uranus, you
can buy impulsively and regret it later. You can be suddenly attracted to
someone or something that you don’t care for later. You can feel bored,
restless, or frustrated in your relationships. You can have something
come up unexpectedly in a relationship that throws you off.
Transit Venus to Natal Neptune
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Neptune, you’re sensitive,
creative, and inspired. You see the beauty in everything, and feel
spiritual. Your intuition is heightened, and you’re vulnerable to
deception. With transit Venus sextile or trine your natal Neptune, you’re
more romantic and compassionate. You have a gentle energy to you,
and are kind to others. Listen to your gut. With transit Venus square or
opposite your natal Neptune, you’re lost in fantasy for the day. Fantasy
is preferred over reality, and you have a hard time dealing with practical
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matters. You don’t see people or situations for what they really are,
instead wearing rose-colored glasses, so don’t commit yourself to
anything or make major decisions under this influence.
Transit Venus to Natal Pluto
With transit Venus conjunct your natal Pluto, you’re magnetic. You can
get people to do what you want easily, but you should be careful about
being too controlling. You’re passionate and intense, and can expect too
much from people. You can direct your focus however you want and
are confident, so this is a good influence for business matters. With
transit Venus sextile or trine your natal Pluto, this can be a good period
for your relationships, and you feel a stronger connection to people. You
can focus on business matters and make profitable decisions. With
transit Venus square or opposite your natal Pluto, you’re too passionate
and intense, and can go to extremes. You can be overly controlling or
demand too much. You may be obsessive, possessive, or jealous. Try to
channel your passion into sexual energy, if you can, or through a
creative outlet.

Venus Retrograde in the Houses
Venus Retrograde in the 1st House
When Venus retrogrades in your 1st house, you become lazy and
indulgent to the max. You don’t want to do a thing except lounge
around, and you want everything to be done for you. You can eat too
many sweets, take too many naps, and just let things go without doing
anything. You’re less charming, lack grace and tact, and have a harder
time getting along with people.
Venus Retrograde in the 2nd House
When Venus retrogrades in your 2nd house, you become more
stubborn than usual, unwilling to budge from your position. Mostly,
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you’re too lazy to move from your position, and too busy indulging.
Since this is the house of money, you can splurge too much on things
you don’t need, and end up with lots of self-inflicted financial problems
when the transit is over.
Venus Retrograde in the 3rd House
When Venus retrogrades in your 3rd house, you don’t care if you say the
right thing at the right time, and tend to stick your foot in your mouth
repeatedly. You’re lazy mentally, lack mental discipline and focus, and
are an incessant gossip. You have trouble getting along with siblings,
neighbors, young people, and those in your community. You can also
experience tech issues.
Venus Retrograde in the 4th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 4th house, you’re lazy at home, not
wanting to deal with anything that comes up. If a pipe leaks, you stick a
bucket under it and forget about it. If an outlet zaps you, you walk it off
and forget about it. You just don’t want to be bothered to deal with your
home. Moving can take forever, and buying/selling property is extra
difficult. You also don’t want to deal with family issues, and have a
harder time getting along with family.
Venus Retrograde in the 5th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 5th house, you’re lazy in love, and you
want love but don’t want to do anything to get it. If in a relationship, you
have a harder time getting along with your partner. If single, you don’t
meet anyone worth your time. If you have children, they’re especially
lazy and rebellious. If you’re the creative type, you can feel your
inspiration has been zapped.
Venus Retrograde in the 6th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 6th house, you’re lazy with work, and
don’t want to deal with all of the little projects, tasks, and chores that
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pile up. You’re bad with details, lack structure and are disorganized, and
have a hard time getting along with those you work with. You’re also
lazy with your health, overindulgent with food and avoiding exercise and
your health regimen, and can add on weight.
Venus Retrograde in the 7th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 7th house, you’re lazy with your
relationships, and have a hard time getting along with those you’re
closest to. If in a relationship, you feel less love in the relationship. If
single, you have difficulty finding anyone who wants to commit. You feel
out of balance, vacillating, and lack harmony in your life. You can feel
uncomfortable in one-on-one settings.
Venus Retrograde in the 8th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 8th house, you have a hard time
dealing with other people’s money (taxes, debts, loans, inheritances,
joint finances), and can be more selfish, not wanting to share with
anyone. You don’t care to research and investigate or get to the heart of
the matter. You can lack passion. You’re lazy with change, and your will
is weaker.
Venus Retrograde in the 9th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 9th house, you can be overly
optimistic, or overly pessimistic. Travel can be a problem, along with
learning, and if in school, you’re especially lazy with schoolwork. Legal
issues can be drawn out, and you have a hard time compromising.
Expanding your world seems daunting, and you don’t want to put in the
effort.
Venus Retrograde in the 10th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 10th house, you’re lazy with your goals,
not wanting to put in any hard work, and lacking discipline and
determination. You have difficulty getting along with bosses, parents,
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mentors, and make bad impressions. Attention you get can be for the
wrong reasons, and your public image can take a hit. You don’t want to
get further along your life path, and don’t care what direction you’re
going in.
Venus Retrograde in the 11th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 11th house, you’re lazy with your
friendships, and have a hard time getting along with your friends. A
friendship can be on the outs. You have a hard time with groups you
belong to, and feel uncomfortable with groups in general. If you have to
appear in front of a group, you don’t come across well. You don’t do
anything to pursue your hopes and dreams for your future.
Venus Retrograde in the 12th House
When Venus retrogrades in your 12th house, you’re lazy but you don’t
quite realize it. You don’t want to deal with subconscious issues or the
past, and feel that it’ll be dealt with another time. Enemies can be more
troublesome. You don’t want to let go of anything, not wanting the
chance and not wanting to move from your place. You’re uncomfortable
alone, but spend more time alone anyway.

Venus Retrograde Aspects
Venus Retrograde to Natal Sun
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Sun, you can be extra
indulgent, lazy, and selfish. You can lack tact, you don't care about
doing what needs to be done, and you want everyone to do everything
for you. If Venus retrograde sextiles or trines your natal Sun, you can
reconnect with people you haven't seen in some time, with old hobbies,
or old loves. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your natal Sun, you can avoid
work completely, want to indulge to the max, are extra sensual, but can
also be more artistic/creative if you apply yourself.
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Venus Retrograde to Natal Moon
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Moon, you can be
more indulgent, especially with food, when you're emotional, and take
upsets more to heart. Your jealousy and stubbornness can be worse. If
Venus retrograde sextiles or trines your natal Moon, you can do things
again that you used to enjoy, reconnect with relatives, and do things to
comfort yourself that you used to do. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your
natal Moon, you can be extra sensitive to what people say and think
about you, but you can also reconnect with your emotional self.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Mercury
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Mercury, you can be
mentally lazy, lack tact, and be more stubborn. If Venus retrogrades
sextiles or trines your natal Mercury, you can revisit old ideas, become
interested in things you used to like again, or reconnect with others
mentally. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your natal Mercury, you can
lack mental discipline, but also can reconnect with your mind. The
sextile, trine, or conjunction can be good for going back to school.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Venus
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Venus, you can be
lazier, more indulgent, and more stubborn. You can have difficulties in
love and your relationships, as well as financially. If Venus retrograde
sextiles or trines your natal Venus, you can reconnect with people,
reconsider financial opportunities, or feel better about yourself. If Venus
retrograde conjuncts your natal Venus, you can experience a time of
major change and growth with your relationships, your attitude toward
love and relationships, and change what you feel you need to.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Mars
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Mars, you can be
more aggressive, especially in your relationships, and more
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argumentative. Your passion runs higher and requires a physical outlet.
If Venus retrograde sextiles or trines your natal Mars, you can reconnect
with someone physically, rediscover a passion for something, or retry a
journey. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your natal Mars, you can be more
passionate and need something to focus that on, be more creative but
need an outlet, or be more energized and need to calm yourself.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Jupiter
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Jupiter, you can be
lazier, come up with bigger ideas that you won't follow through with, or
make promises you won't keep. If Venus retrograde sextiles or trines
your natal Jupiter, you can revisit old ideas, recommit to promises, or
revisit places you've been to before. It's also a good time for going back
to school. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your natal Jupiter, you can feel
extra good and lucky, but need to make sure you don't push your luck,
and can come up with big ideas but need to be more practical.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Saturn
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Saturn, you can lack
discipline, maturity, and be irresponsible, not wanting to deal with any of
the things you're supposed to. If Venus retrogrades sextiles or trines
your natal Saturn, you can refocus on old goals, old plans, and old
ambitions. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your natal Saturn, you can take
up an old goal but need to remain focused, and have difficulty with your
work ethic if you don't push yourself.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Uranus
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Uranus, you can
either completely avoid going outside of your comfort zone to your
detriment, or feel so restless and bored that you act impulsively, and
this is especially true in your relationships and financially. If Venus
retrograde sextiles or trines your natal Uranus, you can redo old
changes, rethink future plans, or re-embrace the uniqueness about you.
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If Venus retrograde conjuncts your natal Uranus, you can want
independence but not want to do anything about it, or want change but
lack the drive.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Neptune
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Neptune, you can
have too many daydreams and fantasies, be out of touch with reality,
especially in relationships and financially, and don't want to deal with
the mundane. If Venus retrograde sextiles or trines your natal Neptune,
you can revisit creative ventures, rediscover your compassionate side,
or give someone a second chance. If Venus retrograde conjuncts your
natal Neptune, you have to watch for being taken advantage of by
people. Be compassionate but not delusional. With all aspects, your
creativity can be much higher.
Venus Retrograde to Natal Pluto
If Venus retrograde squares or opposes your natal Pluto, you can be
overly dominant in your relationships, struggle over power and control
with others, or be dominated by others. If Venus retrograde sextiles or
trines your natal Pluto, you can rediscover your power and authority,
re-transform something, or retake control of something. If Venus
retrograde conjuncts your natal Pluto, you can desire power but need to
not be controlling, and want to make something better but can lack the
energy for it.
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